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Miralvalle, Polochic Valley, Guatemala, 15 March 2011. The community was evicted, their houses
and crops destroyed. Copyright photo: Archive Fundación Guillermo Toriello.

The new wave of land deals is not the new investment in
agriculture that millions had been waiting for. The poorest people
are being hardest hit as competition for land intensifies. Oxfam’s
research has revealed that residents regularly lose out to local
elites and domestic or foreign investors because they lack the
power to claim their rights effectively and to defend and advance
their interests. Companies and governments must take urgent
steps to improve land rights outcomes for people living in poverty.
Power relations between investors and local communities must
also change if investment is to contribute to rather than
undermine the food security and livelihoods of local communities.

Summary
International investment plays a vital role in development and poverty
reduction. Investment can improve livelihoods and bring jobs, services,
and infrastructure, when it is managed responsibly within the context of
an effective regulatory framework. Oxfam sees this every day in its
work and, in some cases, is working collaboratively with businesses to
promote investments that directly benefit poor communities. The recent
record of investment in land is very different. It tells a story of rapidly
increasing pressure on land – a natural resource upon which the food
security of millions of people living in poverty depends. Too many
investments have resulted in dispossession, deception, violation of
human rights, and destruction of livelihoods. Without national and
international measures to defend the rights of people living in poverty,
this modern-day land-rush looks set to leave too many poor families
worse off, often evicted from their land with little or no recourse to
justice.
In developing countries, as many as 227 million hectares of land – an
area the size of Western Europe – has been sold or leased since 2001,
mostly to international investors. The bulk of these land acquisitions has
taken place over the past two years, according to on-going research by
the Land Matrix Partnership.1
The recent rise in land acquisitions can be explained by the 2007–08
food prices crisis, which led investors and governments to turn their
attention towards agriculture after decades of neglect. But this interest
in land is not something that will pass; it is a trend with strong drivers.
The land deals are very often intended to produce for foreign food and
biofuel markets. They can often rightly be called ‘land grabs’. This term
refers to land acquisitions which do one or more of the following:
• Violate human rights, and particularly the equal rights of women;
• Flout the principle of free, prior, and informed consent of the affected
land users, particularly indigenous peoples;
• Ignore the impacts on social, economic, and gender relations, and
on the environment;
• Avoid transparent contracts with clear and binding commitments on
employment and benefit sharing;
• Eschew democratic planning, independent oversight, and
meaningful participation.2
This paper looks in detail at five land grabs: in Uganda, Indonesia,
Guatemala, Honduras, and South Sudan. It seeks: to understand the
impact of land grabs on poor people and their communities; to identify
the underlying factors between companies, local communities, and host
governments; and to examine the roles played by international
investors and home-country governments.
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Some cases tell a story of the forced eviction – often violent – of over
20,000 people from their lands and their homes, and the destruction of
their crops. Others tell how affected communities have been
undermined through exclusion from decisions affecting the land they
rely on. In most cases, the legal rights of those affected by the land
grabs have not been respected. Where evictions have already taken
place, the picture is bleak: conflict and loss of food security, livelihoods,
homes, and futures. Most of those affected have received little or no
compensation and have struggled to piece their lives back together,
often facing higher rents, few job opportunities, and risks to their health.
The evidence is sadly consistent with many other recent studies on land
grabbing.
It is development in reverse.
Where there is scarcity, there is opportunity. Many governments and
elites in developing countries are offering up large swathes of land at
rock bottom prices for large-scale mechanised farming. This is a
shocking departure from commitments made at the intergovernmental
level – from the L’Aquila Food Security Initiative to the Comprehensive
Africa Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP) – which
emphasised support for the crucial role of smallholder farmers,
particularly women.3 Rather than gaining desperately needed support,
smallholder farmers risk being undermined by the kind of land deals
considered in this briefing paper.
Rising interest in farmland should come as good news for small-scale
farmers, pastoralists, and others holding rights over land. But the
opposite seems to be the case. Local rights-holders are losing out to
local elites and domestic or foreign investors, because they lack the
power to claim their rights effectively and to defend and advance their
interests. In order to improve outcomes for these people, governments
must ensure that land transfers do not take place without the free, prior,
and informed consent of the affected communities.
National governments have a duty to protect the rights and interests of
local communities and land rights-holders, but in the cases presented
here, they have failed to do so. Instead, governments seem to have
aligned themselves with investors, welcoming them with low land prices
and other incentives, and even helping to clear people from the land.
Where international financiers or sourcing companies with responsible
policies are involved, standards and rules appear not to have guided
investments and sourcing decisions. While local communities may find
recourse through one or another complaint mechanism, these seem to
be underused. Other initiatives appear to reward land grabbing. Overall,
the international community’s response to this devastating wave of land
grabbing has been weak.
Home and host country governments, financiers and sourcing
companies, the international community, and civil society groups all
have a role to play. They must address the failure at all levels to respect
human rights, to steer investment in the public interest, and to respond
to one of the most alarming trends facing rural populations in
developing countries today.
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Recommendations:
Justice for the cases discussed here:
• Grievances of communities affected by the cases discussed here
must be resolved. The rights of the communities affected by these
deals must be respected and their grievances addressed, and those
who are profiting from the international deals must help to ensure
this happens. Those financing and sourcing from land acquisition
projects, and companies further down the value chain, must use
their influence to ensure that this happens.

Governments:
• The balance of power must be shifted in favour of local rightsholders and communities. Governments should adopt strong,
internationally-applicable standards on good governance relating to
land tenure and management of natural resources.

Governments hosting investments:
• Host governments should respect and protect all existing land use
rights, and ensure that the principle of free, prior, and informed
consent is followed and that women have equal rights to access and
control over land.

Investors:
• Investors should respect all existing land use rights. They should
make sure that the principle of free, prior, and informed consent is
followed in all agreements, as well as seeking alternatives to the
transfer of land rights from small-scale food producers. They should
be guided by proper social and environmental impact assessments
(including relating to water use), and address food security issues.

Financiers and buyers:
• Financiers and buyers should accept full supply-chain responsibility.
They should require all agricultural operations that they finance or
use as suppliers to follow the principles set out above, and remedy
existing problems.

Home country governments:
• Home country governments should require companies investing
overseas to fully disclose their activities, and ensure that standards
and safeguards are implemented to protect small-scale food
producers and local populations, including through development
finance organisations like the World Bank’s private sector lending
arm, the International Finance Corporation. They should remove
measures in national legislation that support reckless large-scale
land acquisitions, including biofuels mandates, and avoid introducing
new ones.

Citizens:
• The public can hold investors and traders accountable through the
ballot box, consumer choices, and their pension fund and other
investments.
• Civil society organisations, along with media and research institutes,
can use accountability mechanisms, expose bad practices,
acknowledge good practices, and help build transparency.
4
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Land acquisition:
trends and drivers
Introduction

Figure 1: Global land
deals

227 million hectares are
reported to have been
acquired since 2001, an
area of land the size of
North-Western Europe.
Source: Land Matrix
Partnership

The World Bank appears
deeply torn. While the report
endorses the Bank’s opendoor globalisation agenda,
the sub-text dissents on
every page.
UK newspaper, The Telegraph
reviewing the World Bank report,
‘Rising Interest in Farmland: Can it
Yield Sustainable and Equitable
5
Benefits?’

International investment plays a vital role in development and poverty
reduction. Investment can improve livelihoods and bring jobs, services,
and infrastructure, when it is managed responsibly within the context of
an effective regulatory framework. Oxfam sees this every day in its
work and, in some cases, is working collaboratively with businesses to
promote investments that directly benefit poor communities.4 The recent
record of investment in land is very different. It tells a story of rapidly
increasing pressure on land – a natural resource upon which the food
security of millions of people living in poverty depends. Too many
investments have resulted in dispossession, deception, violation of
human rights, and destruction of livelihoods. Without national and
international measures to defend the rights of people living in poverty,
this modern day land rush looks set to leave too many poor families
worse off, often evicted from their land, with little or no recourse to
justice.

Increasing land acquisition
Preliminary research by the Land Matrix Partnership6 indicates that as
many as 227 million hectares have been sold, leased, licensed, or are
under negotiation in large-scale land deals since 2001, mostly since
2008 and mostly to international investors. Finding out exactly how
much land has changed hands is incredibly difficult due to the lack of
transparency and secrecy that often surrounds the deals. The
Partnership’s figures are pulled together from a range of sources,
including government reports, academic research, company websites,
media reports, and the few contracts that are available. To date, 1,100
of these deals, amounting to 67 million hectares, have been crosschecked by the Partnership. Half of the land is in Africa, covering an
area almost the size of Germany. Over 70 per cent of the total number
of cross-checked deals are in agriculture.7 While work continues to
cross-check all the data, what is clear is that the scale of the
phenomenon is much greater than previously thought.8
As will be discussed in this briefing paper, the rising interest in acquiring
farm land has strong drivers and serious consequences for previous
users and rights-holders of the land. Some of the acquisitions take the
form of ‘land grabs’, as recently defined by the International Land
Coalition (ILC) (see Box 1: Tirana Declaration). This is definitely the
case in the five case studies which follow.
5

Whereas the surge in large-scale land acquisitions was initially
described in neutral or even enthusiastic terms by intergovernmental
organisations, including the World Bank and various United Nations
(UN) agencies, the tone has become increasingly sceptical, and even
critical. The fear is growing that this new wave of investment will do
more harm than good if land grabbing is not stopped. There are few
documented examples of large-scale land acquisitions that have
resulted in positive impacts for local communities. By comparison, there
are many examples – from the media, academia, civil society and the
intergovernmental bodies – that point to land deals which have failed to
provide benefits and have destroyed livelihoods and undermined
human rights. Researchers are now publicly challenging investors to
provide them with pro-poor or pro-development land deals to be
documented.9
In its recent report on land to the Committee on World Food Security, the
High Level Panel of Experts on Food Security and Nutrition (HLPE/FSN)
concluded:
Risk of Not Investing in
Africa: Miss Greatest
Growth Opportunities and
Returns
Susan Payne, CEO, Emergent –
EmVest, Food Security Summit,
10
Cape Town, May 2011

‘It is widely recognised that increased agricultural investment is
needed to raise yields as a means to improve food security in
many parts of the world. Can such international investment in land
be a means to improve agricultural productivity and rural
livelihoods? Evidence from this land rush to date shows very few
such cases. Rather, large-scale investment is damaging the food
security, incomes, livelihoods, and environment for local people.’11
Given the central role that land plays in food security, livelihoods, and
overall poverty reduction, there is ample cause for concern.
Box 1: Tirana Declaration

Many investments [...]
failed to live up to
expectations and, instead of
generating sustainable
benefits, contributed to asset
loss and left local people
worse off than they would
have been without the
investment. In fact, even
though an effort was made
to cover a wide spectrum of
situations, case studies
confirm that in many cases
benefits were lower than
anticipated or did not
materialize at all.
World Bank (2011) ‘Rising Global
Interest in Farmland: Can it Yield
Sustainable and Equitable
12
Benefits?’

The International Land Coalition (ILC) consists of 116 organisations, from
community groups, to Oxfam, to the World Bank. At its Assembly in Tirana,
Albania, on 26 May 2011, the ILC denounced and defined land grabbing:
We denounce all forms of land grabbing, whether international or
national. We denounce local-level land grabs, particularly by powerful local
elites, within communities or among family members. We denounce largescale land grabbing, which has accelerated hugely over the past three
years, and which we define as acquisitions or concessions that are one or
more of the following:
(i) In violation of human rights, particularly the equal rights of women;
(ii) Not based on free, prior, and informed consent of the affected land users;
(iii) Not based on a thorough assessment, or are in disregard of, social,
economic and environmental impacts, including the way they are gendered;
(iv) Not based on transparent contracts that specify clear and binding
commitments about activities, employment, and benefits-sharing;
(v) Not based on effective democratic planning, independent oversight, and
meaningful participation.
Source: International Land Coalition (ILC) (2011) ‘Tirana Declaration: Securing land access for
the poor in times of intensified natural resources competition’,
http://www.landcoalition.org/about-us/aom2011/tirana-declaration (last accessed July 2011).
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New pressures on land

Farmland is going to be one
of the best investments of
our time.

The current wave of land deals is not essentially different from previous
struggles over land. What is different is the scale and speed at which
they are occurring. This can be explained by the 2007–08 food prices
crisis, which made investors and governments turn to agriculture after
decades of neglect, and the first signs of the global financial crisis,
which led investors to look for new opportunities. Land and agriculture
seemed to many a safe bet.14 Today’s very strong interest in land does
not look set to disappear. On the contrary, it will intensify, as increase in
demand is not likely to be met by the expansion of production area.
There are many strong factors driving the current push. Whatever land
there is will surely be prized.

13

Jim Rogers, Investor

One factor is world population, which is expected to grow from seven
billion in 2011 to nine billion by 2050. Another important determinant is
the global economy, which is expected to triple in size by 2050,
demanding ever more scarce natural and agricultural resources.15 Across
the globe, diets are changing towards more land-intensive products, such
as animal proteins (meat, dairy, eggs, and fish) and convenience foods.16
Palm oil alone has become the world’s most consumed edible oil, and
can be found in up to half of all packaged food and hygiene products on
supermarket shelves.17 Production is expected to double by 2050,
increasing the land area under cultivation worldwide to 24 million
hectares – or six times the size of the Netherlands.18
The huge increase in demand for food will need to be met by land
resources that are under increasing pressure from climate change,
water depletion, and other resource constraints, and squeezed by
biofuel production, carbon sequestration and forest conservation, timber
production, and non-food crops.
Water, the lifeblood of agriculture, is already scarcer than land and a
driver of land investments. Nearly three billion people live in areas
where demand for water outstrips supply.19 In 2000, 500 million people
lived in countries that were chronically short of water; by 2050, the
number will have risen to more than four billion.20 By 2030, demand for
water is expected to have increased by 30 per cent.21
Production of non-food agricultural products is also expanding, from
traditional goods, such as textiles, timber, and paper, to modern
products like biofuels and ‘bio-plastics’, in the face of climate change
and the inevitable exhaustion of fossil fuels. Mandates, such as the EU
target of obtaining 10 per cent of transport fuels from renewable
sources by 2020, mean that there is now major pressure on land for
biofuel production, constituting a major cause of food price rises and
food insecurity.22
Land scarcity and volatility of food prices on the world market have led
richer countries that are dependent on food imports to acquire large
amounts of land elsewhere to produce food for their domestic needs.
While some investors might claim to have experience in agricultural
production, many may only be purchasing land for speculative purposes,
anticipating price increases in the coming years (known as ‘land
7

banking’). World Bank analysis in 2011 of 56 million hectares of largescale deals concluded that nothing had yet been done with 80 per cent of
the land involved, suggesting a significant amount of land banking.23
All of the above is happening while the global share of land available for
agriculture has peaked.24 It is, in fact, reducing, as the world loses
agricultural land to urbanisation and soil degradation.25
Box 2: Myths about land
Myth: There is a lot of unused land waiting to be exploited.
Statistical databases and satellite imagery have led researchers and
investors to assertions about the ample availability of ‘idle’ land. In 2010, the
World Bank, for example, quotes research concluding that 445 million
hectares of unused land with agricultural potential was available, land which
was non-forested, non-protected, and populated with less than 25
persons/km2 (or 20 hectares/household).
However, these macro-data have little value unless they are corroborated on
the ground. Satellite imagery does not show how land is used for shifting
cultivation, pastoralism, hunting and gathering, and other critical uses of
‘idle’ lands. The HLPE/FSN asserted that ‘there is rarely any valuable land
that is neither already being used in some way, nor providing an important
environmental service. Hence, any taking of land deemed to be ‘available’
will impose some cost, either on the existing land user, or in environmental
services.’
In many places the real constraint for agriculture is water, not land.
Research by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) on large-scale land deals in Mali’s Office du Niger region showed that
during the dry season, there is no unused water. The water that will be used
by planned new irrigation projects will come at the expense of traditional
farmers in Mali and downstream in Niger and Nigeria. Similarly, Lester
Brown has signalled that the new large land deals in Ethiopia and South
Sudan are bound to affect the river’s flow to downstream Nile-dependent
Egypt.
Sources: World Bank (2010) ‘Rising Global Interest in Farmland: Can it Yield Sustainable and
Equitable Benefits?’; High Level Panel of Experts on Food Security and Nutrition (2011) ‘Land
tenure and international investments in agriculture’, Rome: Committee on World Food Security,
HLPE Report 2, July 2011; Johannes Baumgart (2011) ‘Assessing the contractual arrangements
for large scale land acquisitions in Mali with special attention to water rights’, Berlin: GIZ; Lester
Brown (2011) ‘When the Nile runs dry’, The New York Times, 1 June,
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/02/opinion/02Brown.html?_r=2&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss (last
accessed July 2011).

Myth: Land reform does not work.
Ideology and politics inform the widely accepted notion that land reform does
not work. However, success stories of land reform include Taiwan,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and China. Their agricultural sectors are all
predominantly based on owner-operated small-scale family farms. In the
cases of Taiwan and China, the smallholder-based agrarian structures were
created by land reform, transforming tenants into owners. In the case of
Thailand, 19th Century legislation set a four-hectare limit on freely acquirable
agricultural land and constrained the emergence of large estates. Japan had
very successful comprehensive land reform that also included strict ceilings
land ownership.
Sources: Rogier van den Brink, Hans Binswanger, John Bruce, Frank Byamugisha and Glen
Thomas (2006) ‘Consensus, Confusion, and Controversy: Selected Land Reform Issues in subSaharan Africa’, World Bank Working Papers No. 71, Washington, D.C.: World Bank; Ha Joon
Chang (2009) ‘Rethinking public policy in agriculture: lessons from history, distant and recent’,
Journal of Peasant Studies, 36(3): 477-515.
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Land security means food
security

History warns that any
change in land relations is
likely to be affected by
systemic gender
discrimination and that
there is no a priori reason to
assume that changes
[induced by the new
commercial pressures on
land] will be any different.
Elizabeth Daley (2011) ‘Gendered
impacts of commercial pressures
28
on land’, ILC/CIRAD/Mokoro

Since the agrarian reform
began in the 1970s, the state
has never taken us women
into account. To have no
access to land, not even to
grow a banana tree, is very
difficult. Not to be worthy of
land, of a house, is a heavy
burden on us women. We
have realised that, and decided to fight for our access
to land.
Fernanda Rodríguez, age 40, Bajo
Aguán, Honduras.

Access to land is critical for small-scale food producers. Lack of it
defines ‘landless farm workers’. Losing it and becoming landless is
feared by many smallholders, as it will mean losing food security and
opportunities for development. It is the most marginalised groups in
society who are most susceptible to land grabbing – which makes
preventing it a crucial issue for poverty reduction and human rights.
Land is not just an important productive asset. Even for families who
have stopped living directly off the land, it often serves as an important
safety net to fall back on when other economic ventures fail or when the
economy fails to provide opportunities. Land has multiple other (socalled) secondary uses as well, which are vital to family livelihood
security. It can provide fodder, nuts, fruits, roots, medicinal and kitchen
herbs, dyes, rope, timber, and roofing and fencing materials. Many of
these resources are available on common lands, and are often
especially important for women. Land also provides a space for social,
cultural, spiritual, and ceremonial events, and as such is essential for
sustaining the identity and well-being of a community and its members.
Many researchers have shown that secure access to or ownership of
land is associated with significant reductions in hunger and poverty.26
This translates from the micro to the macro level, as was shown by
World Bank analysis of land policies in 73 countries between 1960 and
2000. Countries that started with a more equitable distribution of land
achieved growth rates two to three times higher than those with initially
less equitable land distribution.27 Nevertheless, equitable access to and
control over land is not high on the agenda of national and international
policymakers.
For women all over the world, lack of access to and control over land is
a major determinant (and outcome) of gender inequality. In Guatemala,
for instance, 8 per cent of farmers account for 78 per cent of the land in
production; of the smallholders who control the remaining land, just 8
per cent are women.29 In rural areas, lack of access to land forces
many women to sell their labour on cash-crop producing farms, where
they are paid less than men. Women farm workers may also suffer
sexual violence and harassment, discrimination, and devaluation of
their work. Rural women often end up with a double burden of providing
for and managing the household when men migrate in search of work –
another consequence of land shortages.30
Women also fare disproportionately in conflicts over land, where they
face a number of challenges.31 Discriminatory legislation is
compounded by the sexism of those implementing the laws, and
women often have little opportunity to participate in decision-making
processes regarding new legislation, projects, or contracts. They also
tend to have less (cash) income than men, reducing their ability to buy
land when it is available. Compounding this, gender-based violence is
often a common feature in conflicts over land.
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Evidence from research on land grabs in Africa suggests that women
are getting a raw deal.32 To begin with, women’s land rights are less
secure and more easily targeted. They also depend more on secondary
uses of land, which tend to be ignored in large-scale acquisitions.
Furthermore, although women comprise the majority of farmers, men
effectively control the land and the income derived from it, even if it is
the fruit of women’s labour. In practice, a new commercial opportunity
often means that men assume control of the land at the expense of
women’s access. Thus, new sources of income from the land are likely
to burden women and benefit men. The new competition for land
between biofuels and food crops, leading to less availability of food and
higher prices, is also likely to affect women more than men, as women
tend to take responsibility for feeding the family.33
Box 3: Myths about land deals
Myth: The new land projects focus on marginal lands.
Despite claims to the contrary, investors target the best lands. They seek
land with access to water resources, fertile soil, infrastructure, and proximity
to markets to facilitate the profitability and viability of their ventures.

This map compares the location of new, large-scale agriculture concessions
(black dots) with population density (the darker shades of grey indicate
denser populations) in Luang Prabang province, Laos. The large-scale
projects tend to be located where most people live. Further analysis shows
that these are also the places where poverty rates are relatively lower and
where land was already in use for food production – rather than it being
empty, unused, marginal land in poor regions.
Source: University of Bern, Switzerland, Centre for Development and Environment (CDE).

Myth: The projects will help bring food security and energy security.
Oxfam’s research in Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, Mozambique, Senegal, and
Tanzania revealed that the majority of agriculture-based land deals in Africa
are for export commodities, including biofuels and cut flowers. In
Mozambique, where approximately 35 per cent of households are
chronically food insecure, a mere 32,000 hectares out of the 433,000
approved for agriculture investment between 2007 and 2009 were for food
crops. Unrestricted export clauses in contracts, together with small-scale
food producers losing their key productive asset, may well worsen rather
than improve food security. Moreover, investors’ short time scales may
tempt them into unsustainable cultivation practices, undermining agricultural
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Foreign investors can easily
get, nearly for free,
thousands of hectares, while
if we, local Kenyan smallscale producers, want to
expand our production area,
it is impossible. What is
wrong here?
Stephen Muchiri, Kenya, Chief
Executive officer, Eastern Africa
Farmers Federation.

production in the long-term. The research also shows that current costs of
producing biofuels are prohibitive for African countries, meaning that raw
materials must be exported to US or European markets to be economically
viable.
Sources: Tinyade Kachika (2010) ‘Land Grabbing in Africa: A Review of the Impacts and the
Possible Policy Responses’, Oxford: Oxfam International Pan Africa Programme.

Myth: The projects will create jobs.
Despite being touted as a key benefit of large-scale land acquisition, local
employment generation requirements are absent from contracts and rarely
materialise in practice. While lack of monitoring makes it difficult to quantify,
jobs appear to be few, short-lived (as the planting phase ends or the project
shifts towards greater mechanisation), seasonal, and low-paid. Survey and
analysis of agro-investment in West Africa shows that very few jobs were
created for local people, while pastoralists and women – who rely upon the
land, trees, and water in common areas for economic activities – were
suffering as a result of reduced access.
Sources: Lorenzo Cotula (2011) ‘Land Deals in Africa: What is in the Contracts?’ London:
International Institute for Environment and Development; Thea Hilhorst, Joost Nelen, Nata
Traoré (2011) ‘Agrarian Change Below the Radar Screen: Rising Farmland Acquisitions by
Domestic Investors in West Africa: Results from a Survey in Benin, Burkina Faso and Niger’,
paper presented at the ‘International Conference on Global Land Grabbing’, University of
Sussex, 6–8 April 2011.

Myth: The projects will bring tax revenues.
Host governments tend to forfeit benefits by offering tax incentives in the
race for investment finance. In 2008, the Government of Pakistan offered
‘tax exemptions, duty-free equipment imports, and 100 per cent land
ownership in special free zones in its agriculture, livestock, and dairy
sectors’, in a bid to attract foreign investors. Income tax is usually only
payable once the investment project becomes profitable. Even if the host
government has not forfeited benefits through tax incentives, it often lacks
the capacity or the political will to regulate and monitor the investment,
enforce the terms of the contract, or collect taxes. The World Bank, the
International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED), and Oxfam’s
research in Africa all found that taxes were rarely collected.
Sources: Cotula (2011) op. cit; Kachika (2010) op. cit; World Bank (2010) op. cit.

Opportunity or risk?
It is not just the ‘demand side’ of foreign investment that is driving the
global scramble for land. Domestic companies are also promoting the
opportunities presented by land acquisition to local populations.
Investment promotion agencies are actively putting farmland on the
international market on behalf of governments under pressure to
catalyse economic development and improve the balance of
payments.34 There is personal motivation too for many; Transparency
International’s Global Corruption Barometer reported that 15 per cent of
people dealing with land administration services had to pay bribes.35
Some governments, particularly in Africa, risk competing in a ‘race to
the bottom’ to attract investors.36 Incentives provided include duty-free
imports of capital goods used for projects, lack of restrictions on the use
of the land for particular crops or purposes (e.g. exports), and
permission to utilise underground water sources for free.37
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This is a shocking departure from commitments made at the
intergovernmental level – from the L’Aquila Food Security Initiative to
the Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Programme
(CAADP) – which emphasised support for the crucial role of smallholder
farmers, particularly women.38
Small-scale producers, particularly women, can indeed play a crucial
role in poverty reduction and food security. But to do so, they need
investment in infrastructure, markets, processing, storage, extension,
and research. However, these large-scale land acquisitions do little or
nothing to address their needs. Small-scale producers have untapped
potential with land, labour, and local knowledge on offer, which could
match well with the capital, technology, and access to markets which
investors bring. For example, contract farming, involving pre-agreed
supply contracts between farmers and company buyers, can enable
farmers to access markets and increase income stability.39 However, in
the current rush for land, the assets of small-scale producers are often
ignored and their rights and interests violated.
For the increased interest in farming to be an opportunity rather than a
risk for food security and poverty reduction, these things need to be in
place.
• Assistance must be given to small-scale food producers to allow
them to take advantage of new opportunities on the world market. In
particular, their land rights must be strengthened, and they must be
empowered to uphold their rights and advance their interests in the
face of competing pressures on the land.
• Governments must strengthen and protect the rights of small-scale
producers to the land. This includes the home governments of
companies involved in agriculture investments.
• Companies equally have the responsibility to respect human rights
and apply due diligence in their operations, as well as to require the
same of the business partners with whom they co-operate, whether
as financiers, buyers, or suppliers.
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2

Experiences on the
ground
Increased investment in agriculture should come as good news for
small-scale producers and others with land use rights, providing new
market opportunities, higher prices, and more and better jobs.
The reality is very different. Local rights-holders are losing their
livelihoods – and even their lives – in a new version of the ‘resource
curse’, where investments in natural resource-rich countries cause
more harm than good.40 This is certainly the experience of local
communities in the five cases considered here.

South Sudan
In South Sudan, Africa’s newest nation, small-scale farming is the
primary source of livelihood for 80 per cent of households. A January
2011 assessment found that of the 36 per cent of people, who were
food insecure, 9.7 per cent were severely insecure.41 Localised land
and water conflicts are common and pose a challenge to stability and
development. South Sudan’s newest challenge, which could derail its
long-term socio-economic prospects, is large scale land acquisitions.
Between 2007 and 2010, foreign companies, governments, and
individuals sought or acquired at least 2.64 million hectares (26,400
km²) for agriculture, biofuel, and forestry projects. The area, equivalent
in size to Rwanda, represents nearly 10 per cent of South Sudan’s land
mass. For a new country still reeling from years of conflict, this wave of
acquisitions may undermine affected people’s livelihoods.
In March 2008, Nile Trading & Development Inc. (NTD), a for-profit
corporation established under Delaware law, secured a 49-year lease
for 600,000 hectares (6,000 km²) of extremely fertile community land in
Lainya County, Central Equatorial State (CES).42 The deal was
concluded between NTD and the ‘Mukaya Payam Cooperative’.
According to the Mukaya Payam community, who live in Lainya County,
this ‘cooperative’ is not a legally registered entity, has no local office,
does not represent them, and is made up of three ‘influential sons of the
region’.43 The three signatories to the ‘cooperative’ are from the same
family, and include the Paramount Chief, the Payam’s top tribal
authority. The other two hold public office, which, according to some
community members, they abused to get the agreement signed.44
The deal, between the company and the ‘cooperative’ (11 March 2008),
was followed by a lease agreement between the CES government and
the ‘cooperative’ (6 October 2008), which referred to the same 600,000
hectare plot of land. The community claims to have been bypassed on
the basis that the ‘cooperative’ did not represent them. When
questioned by Oxfam, NTD stated that it accepted the position originally
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presented to them; ‘it was always NTD’s understanding that the Mukaya
Payam Cooperative was synonymous with the Mukaya Payam
communities [sic]’.
However, Oxfam considers that the nature of the deal, the size of the
land included in the lease (which extended far beyond land controlled
by the Mukaya Payam community), and the tradition of communally
owned land in South Sudan, should have prompted NTD to
independently verify the ‘cooperative’s’ authority to agree the deal. NTD
states that ‘when…NTD received the registration document and
subsequent letters from authorities confirming the registration, NTD
assumed that the hectare figure was accurate’. NTD claims that it
sought further maps and boundary data from government authorities
and a preliminary aerial survey, but was unsuccessful, and that it would
need to undertake a formal and verifiable survey once conditions
justified the expenditure of funds. ‘That is only now’, it states.
Unlike with some other large-scale land acquisitions, the Mukaya
community, partly galvanised by the Mukaya Diaspora in Juba and
abroad, has mounted an organised and initially successful campaign
against the lease with NTD. A local commission, with cross-community
representatives, has presented a petition to the CES Governor to annul
the lease.45 The decision lies with the CES Governor, who has verbally
supported the community; however, talk of an annulment is yet to be
documented officially.46 County and state-level officials believe that the
lease cannot and will not go ahead because of the dubious legality of
the ‘cooperative’, the scale of the land to be acquired (which extends
beyond the Mukaya Payam), and the lack of due process. Uniquely, the
government appears, at this stage, to be siding with the community,
rather than the company. This should not be taken as the norm for land
acquisitions in South Sudan.
According to the 2008 census, Lainya County’s population (89,36047) is
largely dependent on subsistence farming. Their staple crops are dura
and maize but they also produce groundnuts, sweet potatoes, cassava,
sesame, cow peas, and vegetables. Under the lease agreement with
NTD, communities beyond the Mukaya Payam land give up the right to
oppose the following activity by NTD (as permitted by the laws of South
Sudan): ‘exploiting timber/forestry resources on the leased land; the
harvesting of current tree growth; the planting and harvesting of
megafoli-paulownia, palm oil trees and other hardwood trees and the
development of wood-based industries; and agriculture’. The lease also
includes a clause giving NTD exploration, extraction and sub-leasing
rights.48 Since 2008, NTD has not activated its lease, nor has it applied
to the Government of South Sudan for any licence – a prerequisite for
NTD to become operational.

Uganda
Christine (not her real name) and her husband used to grow enough
food to feed their eight children on the six hectares of land that they had
farmed for over 20 years. By selling the surplus at the market, they
could afford to send their children to school. Instead of living in their old
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six-room home, complete with kitchen, they now struggle to pay rent for
a cramped two-room house, where there is not enough land to farm and
grow food. Christine’s children often eat only once a day and are no
longer receiving an education, as it is too expensive. She and her
husband were once self-sufficient, but now depend on the goodwill of
friends and neighbours and whatever casual labour can be found.49

All our plantations were cut
down – we lost the banana
and cassava. We lost
everything we had. The
company’s casual labourers
would attack us – they beat
and threatened people. Even
now they won’t let us back
in to look for the things we
left behind. I was threatened
– they told me they were
going to beat me if we didn’t
leave.
Christine, mid-40s, previously of
Kayindiyindi village, Kiboga district,
Uganda

Christine is among more than twenty thousand people50 who claim that
they have been evicted from their homes and land in Kiboga district,
and nearby Mubende district, to make way for UK-based New Forests
Company (NFC) plantations.
The Ugandan National Forestry Authority (NFA) granted licences over
the plantation areas to NFC in 2005 and authorised the removal of the
former residents, which took place by February 2010 in Mubende and
between 2006 and July 2010 in Kiboga.51 The NFA says that the people
living there were illegal encroachers on forest land and that their
evictions were justified.52
NFC presents itself as a ‘sustainable and socially responsible forestry
company’. It has applied for carbon credits for carbon offsetting, and
says it creates jobs in rural areas and builds schools and health
facilities as part of its community development programme.53 NFC
maintains that, in Mubende and Kiboga, locals left the land voluntarily54
and that, in any event, it would bear no responsibility for evictions from
land licensed to it. The company told Oxfam that these ‘are solely in the
hands of the government’ and that, as a licensee, it has ‘very limited
rights and certainly no rights to evict anyone’.55
In Oxfam’s view, NFC’s operations highlight how the current system of
international standards – designed to ensure that people are not
adversely affected as a result of large-scale transfers of land use rights
– does not work. The serious impacts of the operations on local
villagers, as reported by them to Oxfam, raise particular concerns given
that NFC operations are supported by international investment from
institutions including the World Bank’s private sector lending arm, the
International Finance Corporation (IFC), as well as the European
Investment Bank (EIB) and HSBC, all of which claim to uphold high
social and environmental standards.
On the villagers’ rights to use the land, NFC has followed the NFA in
describing the displaced groups, some of whom claim to have spent
their entire lives on the land, as ‘illegal encroachers’ and ‘trespassers’.56
The company says that ‘the majority of people who had settled within
the [reserves] had done so illegally’, with the exception of those who
could demonstrate residence on the land since before 1992. It points to
a government-driven authentication process in Mubende, which
determined that only 31 families could demonstrate such ownership.
NFC says that no families in Kiboga have demonstrated rights to the
land they used to occupy.57
Over 20,000 local villagers, however, believe that they have clear legal
rights to the land they occupied, and both communities have brought a
case before the Ugandan High Court to protect those rights.58 These
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claims are being resisted by NFC, and neither case has been finally
decided. Those from Kiboga district state that they were invited to move
onto the land in the 1970s by the Idi Amin regime. They also say that
the government recognised their rights to stay on the land, allowing
them to build schools and establishing administrative structures.
Further, their legal pleadings refer to an executive order prohibiting the
evictions, which they say remains in effect.59 Many of the people who
lived in the Mubende concession area say they were allocated land in
the area as Second World War veterans, who fought in Egypt or Burma
for the British, or their descendants. Others say they bought, were gifted
or inherited land during the 1980s and 1990s. In their legal pleadings,
the claimants aver that they are ‘either bona fide, lawful occupants
and/or customary tenants and are protected by the Constitution of the
Republic of Uganda and the land laws of Uganda.’60 In both court
cases, the High Court considered that the communities’ concerns were
sufficiently urgent and their arguments sufficiently strong61 to justify
granting orders restraining evictions, pending disposal of the full
hearings.62
Local communities say that evictions continued to take place despite
these orders.63 They describe the evictions as anything but voluntary
and peaceful. People told Oxfam that the army and police were
deployed in the area to enforce the evictions, and that many people
were beaten during the process.64 Some villagers also say that casual
labourers, whom they believe were employed by NFC, joined the police
and army in burning homes, destroying crops and butchering
livestock.65 The pleadings in the claim brought by the Kiboga
community allege that NFC, ‘purporting to be a licensee of [the NFA],
trespassed on the Plaintiffs’ land, destroyed homes, crops and animals
of the Plaintiffs and attempted to evict the Plaintiffs’. They also allege
‘trespass, uncivility, harassment and abuse’ by NFC and its agents. The
Mubende evictees claim that employees of NFC were ‘evicting,
harassing, erasing their plantations, demolishing their houses,
intimidating, mistreating’ them.66
NFC denies involvement in any evictions or violence and says ‘there
were no incidences of injury, physical violence or destruction of property
during the voluntary vacation processes that have been brought to the
attention of NFC’.67 In support of this position, NFC points to a
surveillance audit for the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), which
notes ‘there were no incidences of injury to the encroachers or forceful
eviction reported during [the clearance process in Mubende]’.68 The
company was aware of such allegations, however; a field appraisal of
NFC’s Mubende operations conducted by the IFC was designed to,
inter alia, ‘determine whether there is a basis to ... media references [to]
alleged forced eviction, harassment and destruction of property [in
Mubende] resulting from relocation of the local residents by government
in order for NFC to proceed with its operations’.69 NFC told Oxfam that
its Community Development Officers were present during each of the
‘vacation’ processes and that they did not report any violence or
property damage.70 From materials provided by NFC to Oxfam, it
appears that this was the extent of the company’s investigations into
the matter.
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NFC denies breaching any court orders because ‘NFC was not
responsible for any evictions’ and says that evictions from forest
reserves are solely in the hands of the government and its designated
authorities.71 NFC explained to Oxfam that ‘an injunction prohibiting
NFC from evicting people is of little value if NFC is not evicting people
in the first place. The court was right to halt the process of vacations in
order to investigate the situation; however the injunction was issued to
the wrong party.’72
During meetings and interviews with the communities, villagers told
Oxfam that none of them, and no-one they knew who had lost their
homes and livelihoods, had received compensation or alternative land
to date.73 Some say that local authorities offered compensation, but this
has come to nothing.74 Oxfam heard that, in Kiboga, a proposal was
made to offer alternative land, for a period of five years. The
communities say they rejected this offer because it provided insufficient
space and was merely a temporary solution.75
NFC accepts that the failure to provide compensation ‘is of great
concern to NFC for both risk mitigation and ethical reasons’. The
company told Oxfam it offered to be part of the compensation process
but was prohibited from doing so by the NFA: ‘We are firmly in support
of compensation and believe this not only fair and just but also the
fastest way to a mutually beneficial solution. However, as licensees we
are expressly prohibited from offering anyone on government land any
compensation’.76 Further, the company says it pressured the
government to compensate eligible evictees with the ‘value of crops
and land lost or alternative land.’77 NFC also told Oxfam, however, that
it only considers that compensation is due to those who can
demonstrate rights to the land.78 On this basis, only 31 families would
receive redress for their lost livelihoods.
Oxfam considers that the legalistic approach taken by NFC in response
to the court orders and on the issue of compensation is inappropriate
for an ethical corporation, especially given the international standards to
which the company says it adheres.
NFC and its investors rely heavily on two independent endorsements of
its Mubende plantation to demonstrate that the company has
adequately discharged its responsibilities in relation to the evictions and
the provision of compensation: certification by the FSC and a field
assessment by the IFC (neither of which address the situation in
Kiboga). Oxfam has concerns regarding the rigour of these external
evaluations and the level of comfort they provide. For instance, the IFC
assessment notes that NFC ‘has been unable to apply
comprehensively its principles guiding resettlement’ and that ‘only a full
social audit of resettlement [which was not conducted] can provide
sufficient evidence such that IFC can negate the allegations [of forced
eviction, harassment and destruction of property in Mubende]’. In
addition, the extent to which IFC satisfied its objective of conducting
meetings with local communities is unclear from the report.79 In Oxfam’s
view, therefore, this assessment does not offer full assurance that the
high ethical standards NFC claims to adhere to were met.
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Indonesia

We earn 31,000 Rupia
($3.50) per day. If you know
that a chicken costs 40,000
Rupia it is easy to calculate
that we do not get enough
proteins. Even rice is
expensive for us to buy,
while before the oil palm we
cultivated it ourselves.
Before the oil palm came,
some of our children even
went to university;
nowadays it is very difficult
to have them [finish]
primary school.
Farmer from Tayan Hulu, Indonesia

The rapid expansion of palm oil production across the world has led to
hundreds of conflicts over land with local communities, as their food
security and access to natural resources are threatened by oil palm
plantations. Latin America and West Africa are palm oil’s new frontier,
but many unresolved land conflicts remain in Indonesia, which together
with Malaysia produces some 85 per cent of the world’s palm oil.
Indonesian NGO Sawit Watch is currently monitoring over 663 land
conflicts – an astonishing number.80 One involves indigenous Dayak
communities in Sanggau district, West Kalimantan.
In the 11 villages of Tayan Hulu district, conflict has been dragging on
for the past 15 years. In the mid-1990s a Malaysian/Indonesian jointventure company named PT. Menara AlfaSemesta (PT. MAS) came to
negotiate with representatives of the local communities about turning
their land into oil palm plantations. The company, endorsed by the
Bupati (Head of District), handed out ‘letters of release’ for villagers to
surrender their land by way of a 35 year lease to the company, which in
return promised to build houses, schools, a health clinic, and water
facilities. Each family transferred over 7.5 hectares, of which 5.5 would
be for company use, while two planted hectares would be returned to
the family for oil palm cultivation.81
PT. MAS states that the area given back as smallholder oil palm plots
currently amounts to 27 per cent of the total land area.82 Oxfam
research shows that, 15 years later, most families have only received
an average of 1.2 hectares – not enough to harvest sufficient fruit to
survive. PT. MAS also claims to have built facilities for workers,83 and
claims that since it acquired the land, the community has been brought
into mainstream social and economic development activities. According
to the communities, however, most of the facilities originally promised to
them have not materialised. Moreover, while the ‘letters of release’
mentioned the right to lease the land, the communities in Tayan Hulu
have since learned that at the end of the 35-year leasing period, the
land will revert to the state, which in turn can extend the lease to the
company up to 95 years without consulting or obtaining the consent of
the people affected. Although in one case, villagers successfully used
customary law to fine the company for failing to negotiate with them
before accessing the land, by and large, the communities’ grievances
over the way the land was taken from them have never been resolved,
either by the company or by the government, leading to protests,
blockades, arrests, and oppression.
Sawit Watch noted that for the people of Tayan Hulu, these events
came as a shock to their cultures, ways of life and customary systems
of land management. There were heated debates about opportunities,
costs and compensation, and these led to divisions among the local
communities, and with both the district and sub district government and
the company.
In 2007, community representatives asked the company to address
their concerns. When no response came, people blockaded the
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plantation road and demonstrated outside the company’s offices, calling
for more land to be redistributed. Five members of the local
smallholders’ union were arrested and charged with assault and
destruction of property. The company made various offers to resolve
the dispute, but has not agreed to fulfil the terms of the original
agreement by recognising the communities’ claim to the land.84 PT.
MAS now has expansion plans, giving rise to further tension.85
PT. MAS is a subsidiary of Malaysian palm oil giant, Sime Darby, which
is responsible for six per cent of world palm oil production. Sime Darby
claims to control the supply chain ‘from food farm to food on the table’,
not only growing oil palms but also processing, refining, and selling
consumer products such as cooking oil.86 Sime Darby states that PT.
MAS followed Indonesian legislation and rules, and that land acquisition
was done through compensation where appropriate.87 However, as a
member of the Executive Board of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil (RSPO), the company should ensure that the expansion plans of
one of its subsidiaries follow the procedure of free, prior, and informed
consent, which it did not do,88 as well as develop clear plans for the
solution of older land rights conflicts.
In Latin America, historically a continent of extremely unequal
distribution of land, income, and power, and of violent conflict over land,
the expansion of sugar cane and oil palm for biofuel production is
associated with brutal land-grabbing and violence. While Colombia is
generally known for its large oil palm sector and associated problems,89
the trend is spreading to other countries, including Honduras and
Guatemala.

Honduras
For a short period in the mid-1970s, the Bajo Aguán Valley, one of the
most fertile regions in Honduras, was known as the ‘capital of land
reform’. Much of the valley’s land – virgin forest – was given to 54
cooperatives of smallholder farmers from other parts of the country.
Even after the Agriculture Modernization Act of 1992, which was
generally seen as a counter-reform, the new law allowed land to be sold
only to farmers or cooperatives that would have qualified to be
beneficiaries of the land reform in the first place. However, in the
decade that followed, corrupt cooperative leaders in coalition with badintentioned businesses circumvented the legislation through a
combination of deceit, blackmail and violence, selling much cooperative
land into the hands of powerful landlords. The farmers found
themselves back as day labourers on large plantations, working hard
for little pay.90
In 2001, some of the farmers organised as the Unified Peasants
Movement of the Aguán Valley (known by its acronym in Spanish as
MUCA91), with the aim of reclaiming their land rights, initially through the
courts. With legal routes exhausted, in 2006 they began land
occupations. In June 2009, they even occupied one of the palm oil
processing plants of Exportadora del Atlántico, part of Grupo Dinant,
provoking President Manuel Zelaya to promise to investigate the land
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I used to work eight hours
per day harvesting palm
fruit. If I didn’t meet my
targets I had to stay over
hours. It is very hard work.
It was very hot and they
only gave us 15 minutes to
eat and drink water. After
that, we could only drink
from the stagnant water in
puddles. We could not claim
social security. Nor could
we set up a trade union or
ask for a salary raise because
they would immediately
throw you out. They sold us
the idea that this
monoculture was going to
guarantee work for all and a
better living. However, what
it brought was
unemployment and poverty.
Daniel Santos, former worker of
Exportadora del Atlántico,
93
Honduras

The main constraint on
development is the
inequitable land tenure and
the enormous pressure on
[land]. The existence of large
areas of land in large estates
with little capital
investment, or large
extensions of idle land, is the
main constraint on access to
land and a major cause of
social backwardness in the
field.
National Coordination of Peasant
97
Organisations, CNOC

rights issue. However, Zelaya was removed in a coup later that month.
Subsequently, as of October 2010, 36 small-scale farmers have been
killed. None of these cases has been resolved or brought to court.92 As
a result of the escalating violence and murders, the government has
militarised the area.
Dinant produces cooking oil, snacks, and other food products, and is
now trying to gain a foothold in the biofuels market. To do this, the
company took a $30m loan from the IFC and a $7m loan from the InterAmerican Investment Corporation (IIC).94 In April 2011, after
interventions by international human rights groups like FoodFirst
Information and Action Network (FIAN), two other major funders of the
investment have terminated their contracts with Dinant. French
company EDF Trading cancelled its contract to buy carbon credits from
Dinant, indicating that they were ‘taking the situation in Honduras very
seriously’,95 and German bank DEG terminated a $20m investment in
2011, ‘with a view to the evolving agrarian conflict in the Bajo Aguán
region’.96
The government was eventually forced to convene both MUCA and the
company to negotiate a deal, which they did in June 2011. The
government agreed to distribute 11,000 hectares to the farmers,
including 4,000 hectares where oil palm has been planted by
Exportadora del Atlántico. The company agreed to the proposal, but
later announced it wanted to renegotiate it.
However, under the deal, the farmers have to buy back the disputed
land at market prices. Moreover, many other peasant groups in the
valley are still looking for solutions to their problems, and are continuing
land occupations and exposing themselves to violent evictions by state
security forces.98 The farmers’ organisations are now proposing an
Integrated Agrarian Transformation Law. If approved, this will contribute
significantly to a long-term solution to the problem of a land tenure
structure that is concentrated in very few hands at the expense of
hundreds of thousands of small-scale farmers, who do not have access
to the land they need to earn a decent living and provide for the needs
of their families.

Guatemala
Guatemala has been discovered internationally as a suitable area for
biofuels production, both for ethanol (sugar cane) and biodiesel (oil
palm). This has given rise to a new wave of land dispossession,
targeting the few remaining indigenous and peasant lands. The area
planted with sugar cane in Guatemala increased from 3.4 per cent of
the total agricultural area in 1980 to 14 per cent in 2008.99 Similarly, the
area dedicated to palm oil increased from 35,000 to an expected
100,000 hectares in 2010.100 The areas deemed suitable for conversion
to sugar cane and oil palm are also those where the Secretariat of
Agrarian Affairs has registered the highest levels of land conflict.101
The Polochic Valley region in the north west of the country is one of the
areas targeted for increased sugar cane cultivation. In 2005, the
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Widmann family moved their sugar cane refinery from the south coast
to the Polochic Valley, renaming it Chawil Utz'aj (‘Good Cane’ in the
local Q'eqchi language), using a loan of $26m from the Central
American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI).102 By 2008, Chawil
Utz'aj had planted 5,000 hectares of sugar cane. The farmers saw
themselves with no option but to seek refuge in the steep and infertile
lands of the Sierra de las Minas.
According to media articles, by 2010 Chawil Utz’aj was struggling to
repay the loan. The mill’s land was put up for public auction.104 Farming
families who had to leave the valley a few years earlier decided to
return in late 2010 to occupy the land for food production. However, as
has been recorded by a human rights mission from the UNESCO
program on sustainability of the University of Cataluña, in March 2011,
private security units forcibly evicted more than 800 families in 14
communities in the Polochic Valley.105

Development in reverse
In the cases given here, thousands of people have been persuaded to
part with their land on the basis of false promises (in Indonesia) or have
been evicted from their lands and their homes (in Uganda, Guatemala,
and Honduras).

Clearly, it is the interests of
the company to develop the
agro-fuel project that
prevail, rather than the
Q’eqchi peasant families
living in the area.
Daniel Pascual, Comité de Unidad
103
Campesina

The case studies present a sad picture of what happens next, after
people lose their land and their livelihoods. Villagers in the Indonesian
district of Tayan Hulu, who signed away their land to PT. MAS, cannot
harvest sufficient fruit to survive from the land they received in return.
Some desperate smallholders stole fruit from the company’s plantation
lands to earn enough to feed their families. They were caught and
imprisoned.
In Uganda, the villagers from the NFC concessions in Kiboga and
Mubende districts who spoke to Oxfam say they have much less food to
eat now; most families have dropped from three to one or two meals a
day. They are also eating less varied and nutritious food, with an overreliance on maize, and hardly any meat. Children are more prone to
disease, as their health is suffering through malnutrition. Most say they
were evicted from well-established villages, and some of those who
Oxfam spoke to had left behind homes which they had inhabited for
over 30 years. All those who talked to Oxfam are now renting smaller
houses or have put up fragile, temporary structures made from
polythene or straw and wood. Few can afford to pay for school fees or
medical treatment any more. NFC says that, in some cases, ‘former
encroachers who settle outside the boundaries of the reserve benefit
from various educational, health and livelihood enhancing projects
implemented by NFC, communities and local government’,106 but none
of the evictees with whom Oxfam spoke said they had benefited from
NFC’s community development work.107 NFC concedes that it is difficult
to trace the evictees and ascertain whether and how they benefit from
the company’s initiatives.108
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Communities at risk
The new land deals often unsettle communities, as they undermine the
sharing of communal lands and create divisions. This is what happened
in Tayan Hulu (and other Dayak communities in Indonesia), where the
development of the oil palm plantation has created a rift between the
community and its traditional leaders.
In Uganda, the influx of people displaced from their land to other
villages surrounding the Mubende and Kiboga concessions has
changed the demographic balance in the area. This is likely to have an
effect on the (already poor) capacity of schools, health facilities, and
other infrastructure. For example, Kisiita village, near the Mubende
concession, and Kayindiyindi village, near the Kiboga concession, have
both approximately doubled in size since the evictees were forced to
move there. In response, NFC points to its infrastructure development
work, especially the schools and health centres it funds, which it says
was evenly distributed.109 Again, none of the evictees with whom Oxfam
spoke said they had benefited from NFC’s community development
work.110
The outcomes for local communities described in this chapter are highly
problematic. In the coming chapters, consideration will be given to
regulatory contexts at the national and international levels, which can
transform much sought-after agriculture investment into a nightmare for
those involved.
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What is failing at the
national level?
Communities expect the state to ensure that investments are in their
best interests and to protect them from abusive practices. This section
explores why governments allow land grabs to occur.

Rights without power
Opportunities often come with risks, but when those affected have little
or no power, the risks usually outweigh the potential benefits.
The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, Olivier de Schutter,
noted that human rights conventions contain clear provisions in relation
to the negotiation of large-scale land deals. An important principle is
that ‘[i]n general, any shifts in land use can only take place with the free,
prior, and informed consent of the local communities concerned’.111
Respect for free, prior, and informed consent is key to good governance
and is essential for poverty reduction.112 Local governments must
ensure that the principle is respected. In negotiations over land use, this
means ensuring that rights-holders take part in negotiations and are
informed and empowered by laws and institutions, so that they can get
the best out of each opportunity. Gaining the consent of indigenous
peoples and other affected communities at the outset can establish
positive relationships, and prevent projects being plagued by conflicts,
lost profits for companies, and lost revenues for governments.

Not at the table
In practice, governments often fail to ensure that affected rights-holders
are even at the negotiating table, never mind empowering them to be
strong players. Too often it is the government – the president, the
provincial governor, the local mayor or chief – negotiating with a
disputed mandate from the people whose land rights are at stake.
Where local communities are consulted, consultations tend to be biased
against the equal participation of women, even where the (primary and
secondary) use rights of women are heavily affected. This is because
women often have no formal land ownership rights.113
In each of the cases presented in this briefing paper, negotiations were
neither run nor even mandated by the land rights-holders, but by local
chiefs and/or local and national government authorities.
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In Uganda, the NFA granted NFC licences to land in Mubende and
Kiboga districts and, despite the fact that the communities’ rights over
the land remain in dispute, has allegedly sanctioned the forced
eviction of over 20,000f people. In its Sustainability Report for
FY2010, NFC describes, in Mubende, a ‘process of mediation
involving national government, local government, community leaders
and ordinary people’, as a result of which ‘the issue was resolved
peacefully with voluntary resettlement’, and notes that, in Kiboga,
NFC’s ‘CSR team has embarked upon an aggressive awareness
raising campaign with local government and residents of the reserve.
Encroachers are cooperating and have voluntarily vacated the
reserve’.114
However, Oxfam’s research has revealed consistent testimony from
villagers from both districts to the effect that they were not consulted
and did not consent to losing their land, homes and livelihoods.115 They
say that public meetings, involving government representatives, were
convened, but that these were not consultative and simply served to
deliver deadlines for clearance of the land. This does not appear to
contradict NFC’s account. In a letter to Oxfam, NFC describes a series
of ‘consultations’ that took place in the months leading up to the
‘vacations’, ‘which clearly outlined the conditions under which the
vacations should occur, the laws pertaining to land use of central forest
reserves and the timeline to be observed’.116
In August 2008, NFC and Kiboga district officials met to discuss
resettlement of the evictees. The minutes of that meeting show that no
community representatives were present, and record that a proposal to
allocate a maximum of two square miles for resettlement for a period of
five years was agreed upon in their absence. NFC agreed to pay for a
survey to determine precisely how much land would be required. Both
NFC and villagers from Kiboga told Oxfam that the survey was
conducted, but that its final findings were never reported.117 One
community leader explained that the resettlement proposal was
presented to the community in a public meeting (which was not
consultative), but it was unacceptable because too little land was
offered and the solution was temporary.118
In the case of NTD in South Sudan, the ‘cooperative’ (rather than NTD
itself) secured the lease for 600,000 hectares of community land at the
state level, in a context where a unified national legal system for
processing land acquisition requests by foreign investors was lacking.
Land acquisitions, prior to 2009, were administered through a
combination of (North) Sudanese land law, which was variably applied
alongside customary land law; land was managed through ad hoc
procedures, contributing to a lack of transparency. Customary land law,
at the time of NTD’s deal, was the most long standing and accepted
legal framework for land management in South Sudan.119
Before 2009, legislation gaps made it easier for large scale acquisition
to take place with less or no consultation. Although the company
response was that ‘NTD’s intention was clear from the first – the land
was to be developed with the fullest cooperation and in consultation
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with the communities and that they should feel themselves the owners
of the land’ – no community-based consultations took place before the
deal was signed. Only three people – the signatory members of the
‘cooperative’, including the Paramount Chief – appear to have had a
place at the negotiating table when the deal was signed in 2008. No
information was afforded to the community, who were left out of the
decision-making process.120 According to the community, the company
only met with them in November 2010. The 2009 Land Act for South
Sudan, passed after the date of the agreement between NTD and the
cooperative, made community consultation and informed consent a
legal requirement of any investment.
Only in the Indonesian case was there any form of consultation with
land rights-holders. But it hardly followed the principle of free, prior, and
informed consent; many of the farmers who handed over land felt
cheated into signing a letter that turned out to have wider negative
implications.

Not informed
The Indonesian example illustrates the importance of rights-holders
having access to timely and accurate information. Information is power,
particularly in negotiations.
Despite commitments to the principle of free, prior, and informed
consent by some private and public sector actors, it is hard for
researchers – let alone local communities – to obtain even basic
information about the negotiated deals, or those still under
negotiation. The International Institute for Environment and
Development (IIED) could only find 12 contracts for its analysis of land
deals.121 Of these, they found that ‘some contracts underpinning the
recent wave of land acquisitions may not be fit for purpose. A number
of the contracts reviewed appear to be short, unspecific documents
that grant long-term rights to extensive areas of land, and in some
cases priority rights over water, in exchange for seemingly little public
revenue and/or apparently vague promises of investment and/or
jobs.’122 Lack of transparency also undermines public scrutiny and
may open the door to corruption.
Liberia bucked the trend when it recently renegotiated investor
contracts; these were then ratified by Parliament and are available
online. According to IIED, this achievement came thanks to ‘determined
political leadership, a strong government negotiating team and worldclass legal assistance’. The contracts were significantly improved in
terms of investor commitments on jobs, training, local processing and
local procurement, attention to food security, and social and
environmental safeguards.123
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The details of these big land
acquisitions are often
shrouded in secrecy,
particularly the really big
ones, which seem to be
negotiated at a very high
level.
Esther Obaikol, Executive Director,
Uganda Land Alliance

Box 4: A single standard to strengthen land rights
everywhere?
UN Member States, under the auspices of the Committee on World Food
Security, are in the final stage of discussing a set of ‘voluntary guidelines on
the responsible tenure of land, fisheries, and forests’. As the first
international instrument devoted to land tenure, this will lay out guidelines on
how states should handle issues including land redistribution, inward
investment, and women’s access to land. It is hoped that these guidelines
will provide an implementable standard to which national governments can
be held.
Complementary developments are occurring at the regional level too, the
most prominent of which is the Framework and Guidelines on Land Policy in
Africa, endorsed by the African Union Summit in July 2009, which have
attracted significant political support among African governments and civil
society.
Sources: UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), ‘Land Tenure: Voluntary Guidelines’,
http://www.fao.org/nr/tenure/voluntary-guidelines/en/ (last accessed July 2011); African Union
(AU), African Development Bank (AfDB), Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) (2011)
‘Framework and Guidelines on Land Policy in Africa. Land Policy in Africa: A Framework to
Strengthen Land Rights, Enhance Productivity and Secure Livelihoods’, Addis Ababa:
AU/AfDB/ECA, http://www.au.int/en/dp/rea/content/framework-and-guidelines-land-policy-africa
(last accessed July 2011).

Not protected
Any land which increases
in value gets taken out of the
hands of the poor.
Fernando Eguren, CEPES, Peru

All countries have systems of rules or laws establishing property rights,
as well as rights over access and use of land. Often, communities have
property and land tenure systems of their own that pre-date national
systems. These are frequently rooted in their specific culture, existing
outside the scope of the national system and varying between different
parts of the same country. In many countries, a complicated hybrid of
customary and statutory law has come to exist. Sometimes countries
have translated aspects of customary law into formal law, but that does
not necessarily mean these laws are implemented.
Box 5: Peru – Governments and companies seek to capitalise
resources of the Amazon basin
Over the past 20 years, the Peruvian Amazon has seen a surge of new
investment, facilitated by state-granted privileges to national and foreign
investors, and the simultaneous dismantling of legislation that had previously
protected collective rights. Beginning in 1992 with President Alberto
Fujimori, this wave of investment continued through successive
governments, including exploitation of the Camisea gas fields, the 2003
Biofuel Promotion Law, and the Initiative for the Integration of Regional
Infrastructure in South America (IIRSA)124 that entails large hydropower
dams and diverse highways connecting the Pacific coast with Brazil. This
trend of opening up Peru’s Amazon region for private investment reached its
zenith under the 2006–11 administration and led to violent conflicts.
In an unusual act, President García addressed national public opinion
through a newspaper column in 2007entitled, ‘The Dog in the Manger
Syndrome’,125 in which he made clear that the resources of the Amazon are
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… The Rapporteur was
informed of several cases of
evictions [in Guatemala] in
situations where the identity
of the land owner had not
been properly verified or
where the boundaries of the
land in question (finca
[estate]) had not been
delineated in a precise
manner. The participation of
finca workers in the conduct
of the eviction, although it is
illegal, was also witnessed
on several occasions. While
the government has shown
openness to solving some
cases through forums for
dialogue (mesas de
dialogo), the Special
Rapporteur notes that, all
too often, the wealthy
landowners are better
supported by the State
apparatus than the peasants
(campesinos).
Report of the UN Special
Rapporteur on the Right to Food,
Olivier de Schutter, Mission to
126
Guatemala, p.8

not being exploited due to rural communities that possess collective rights to
property and resource access. As a result, he said, the nation foregoes the
potential benefits of such natural richness. Moreover, he stated that
Amazonian communities do not allow private corporate investment in
resource exploitation, protected as they are by laws that guarantee certain
collective rights. The President thus concluded that high poverty levels in
Amazonian communities are the combined result of ‘obsolete’ legislation and
the communities themselves, whom he characterised as ‘idle’ and ‘indolent’.
The latter statement referred back to the metaphor used in the article’s title:
the dog in the manger does not eat the food itself, yet prevents others from
accessing it.
This polemic analysis was followed in the first half of 2008 by a set of 99
legislative decrees, many of which were aimed at discontinuing collective
rights and promoting new facilities for private investors to access land and
resources in the Amazon region. Community protest against these decrees
escalated in June 2009 to a violent confrontation in the northern Amazonian
town of Bagua, with a death toll of dozens of indigenous people and law
enforcement officials.
As a result of the described government policies, there are currently more
than 50 energy-related megaprojects. Oil and gas concessions cover 70 per
cent of the Peruvian Amazon; more than 10 million hectares of mining
concessions have been granted; and nearly 8 million hectares of forest are
under concession for timber. In the midst of this land rush, the government
agency Pro-inversión announced plans to implement biofuel crop production
on half a million hectares.
In most cases, this resource rush is occurring without the knowledge of
Peru’s citizens, with a notable lack of transparency in legal and
administrative proceedings, and based on deficient social and environmental
impact assessments. As a result, Amazonian biodiversity is under threat,
food insecurity among rural and indigenous populations is increasing
significantly, and communities fear that they may become displaced.
In contrast with these trends, newly elected President Humala’s government
approved a new law, within its first month in office, which seeks to ensure
the free, prior, and informed consent of communities affected by the
exploitation of the natural resources they depend on. Providing that it
includes stricter regulations on environmental and social impacts in line with
international standards, and assuming that it will lead to amendments to
other laws – including those ruling land investments – that currently ignore
application of free, prior, and informed consent, this new law may help
reverse decades of negative social impacts associated with the resource
rush in the Peruvian Amazon.

The newly globalised pressures on land have put more strain on the
fragile mix of legal systems that are in place in many countries. In
practice, investors can often exploit the confusion created by overlapping systems to evade the requirements of either, or trump them by
aligning with the government or a customary chief.
Recognised land rights are only as strong as the institutions that uphold
them. The displacement of villagers for the NFC plantations in Uganda
is a case in point. The communities believe that they hold formal rights
over the land they lived on and derived their livelihoods from, and put
their faith in the legal system to protect those rights. Further, the
Ugandan High Court granted interim orders restraining evictions in both
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Kiboga and Mubende districts.127 However, evictions continued, and
local people claim that the army and police were sent in with labourers,
whom they believe were employed by the company, to enforce them.128
The NFA and NFC refer to the villagers as ‘encroachers’ on forest land
and point to a high-level directive sanctioning the evictions in Mubende,
but their arguments are disputed by the displaced communities and
have not yet been considered in detail by the Ugandan courts.129 NFC
denies any involvement in the clearance process and holds that the
villagers left their land voluntarily.
Research by the Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) on
several cases in sub-Saharan Africa found that despite diverse national
contexts and laws, land investments often end up having the same
outcomes for local communities. Customary rights, for instance, were
seldom adequately protected in land negotiations, despite widespread
legal recognition of these rights. They concluded that ‘results are
strikingly similar despite a wide variety of legal and institutional
frameworks for protecting customary rights and regulating large-scale
land acquisition’.130
Similarly, oil palm planter PT. MAS exploited the inconsistencies in
Indonesian land policies.131 The Dayak land tenure system in West
Kalimantan is governed by adat (customary) law: while land is
communally owned, individuals can obtain rights to use it. Individual
land boundaries are not marked but remembered, and land rights
passed down from generation to generation. In Sanggau Regency, one
third of the land has been designated by the local government as izin
lokasi, or land that companies can persuade communities to part with.
This has often meant that some community leaders are co-opted by
companies or local authorities to persuade – or coerce – families into
handing over their land.132 In practice, this often means that the
indigenous people's Chief (the Kepala Adat), the village head, and subvillage head are paid a monthly salary by the oil palm company. ‘As a
result’, notes the NGO Sawit Watch, ‘the village heads and the Chiefs
do not represent the community but effectively represent the company
against their own community’.
Land deal negotiations are
unfolding fast and behind
closed doors. But secrecy
and haste are no friends of
good deals. Rather than
rushing into land contracts,
governments should
promote transparent,
vigorous public debate about
the future of agriculture in
their country.
Lorenzo Cotula, IIED
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No recourse
In practice, people settle for deals that are, in the language of
negotiation theory, better than what they see as their ‘best alternative to
a negotiated agreement’ (BATNA).134 If a woman smallholder whose
land rights are under threat believes she can get a better deal from
another avenue, such as through violence or from a court, she will not
settle through negotiation. However, if she feels she has no other
option, it is likely that she will agree to almost any proposal. If she
knows that her land rights are weak, that the courts are corrupt or
ineffective, and that she may be beaten by the police or hired thugs,
she has no better option than to consent. This is illustrated by the
answers of villagers from one of the cases Oxfam investigated to
questions on whether they would have settled if they had been offered

compensation. All of them said they would have accepted, even without
knowing anything about what would have been included in the offer.
Strengthening the rights of women farmers and other small-scale food
producers, as well as their access to justice, is crucial. Enabling those
affected by land acquisition deals to exercise free, prior, and informed
consent will ensure that they know their rights and are able to exercise
them. In contrast, the absence of the rule of law and access to justice
can result in violent conflict – whether initiated by elite investment
interests or by communities attempting to hold on to their land.
Communities will struggle when something as basic as their land is
under threat; it is at the core of their livelihoods, identity, and survival.
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What is failing at the
international level?
The cases considered here are linked to international markets through
finance and trading. When district and national accountability
mechanisms fail, international instruments exist that should prevent
abusive or irresponsible practices. But are these mechanisms working?

Human rights instruments
Human rights conventions contain clear obligations in relation to the
negotiation of large-scale land acquisitions. These apply not just to host
governments, but also to companies investing in or sourcing from such
operations, as well as ‘home’ governments in the countries where
investors are based.135 But the human rights system often fails to
provide practical, effective mechanisms for individuals and communities
to hold companies and home governments to account.
Several regions (Africa, Europe, and the Americas) have regional
human rights courts and commissions that allow individuals and
communities to bring complaints against governments. These
instruments have been tested, albeit infrequently, with respect to foreign
business operations.
• The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has rich case law on
the protection of the collective property rights of indigenous peoples,
and has, in some cases, ruled that states failed to meet their
obligation to obtain free, prior, and informed consent from affected
communities.136 For example, in one case supported by Oxfam’s
partner, the Forest Peoples’ Programme, the court ruled that the
Surinamese government should review and consider revising the
timber and mining concessions it had awarded.137
• The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights ruled in
favour of Endorois pastoral communities’ land rights in Kenya,
following conflict with the government over the establishment of a
game reserve on their land.138
It is important that the workings of the international legal system are
developed in order to protect land rights and that aggrieved
communities are able to test the systems already in place.
While these rulings have set important precedents, they are rare
examples, and in the cases discussed in this paper, the courts have not
provided recourse.
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Protect, respect, and remedy

The root cause of the
business and human rights
predicament today lies in the
governance gaps created by
globalization - between the
scope and impact of
economic forces and actors,
and the capacity of societies
to manage their adverse
consequences. These
governance gaps provide the
permissive environment for
wrongful acts by companies
of all kinds without adequate
sanctioning or reparation.
How to narrow and
ultimately bridge the gaps in
relation to human rights is
our fundamental challenge.
John Ruggie, UN Special
Representative on Human Rights
and Transnational Corporations
139
and Other Business Enterprises

In order to propose measures to fill the governance gap in applying
human rights principles to business operations, the UN SecretaryGeneral appointed a Special Representative on Human Rights and
Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises, John
Ruggie, who recently completed his six-year mandate. While the
mandate produced a broad framework and a set of Guiding Principles,
now endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council, a follow-up
mechanism has yet to be put in place.140
What is now known as the UN Framework is built on the ideal of
‘protect, respect, and remedy’. States have a duty to protect people
from human rights abuses by third parties, including business;
corporations have a responsibility to respect human rights; and people
must have more effective access to remedies.141 The framework and its
principles identify the following roles for businesses to meet their
internationally recognised human rights obligations:
• Identify, prevent, and mitigate the adverse human rights impacts of
their operations;
• Exercise due diligence pertaining to adverse human rights impacts
that the business enterprise may cause through its own activities, or
which may be directly linked to its operations, products, or services
by its business relationships (in other words, a company should take
responsibility for its entire supply chain);
• Communicate externally how the company is addressing its human
rights impacts; and
• Give victims access to effective remedy.142
The behaviour of the companies described in this briefing paper is still a
long way from complying with these obligations.

Home governments
The UN Framework also underlines the importance of state oversight,
including oversight of companies operating abroad; it calls on
governments to provide effective remedies to redress human rights
abuses by business enterprises. Investors often take advantage of
weak or non-existent governance at the national level to acquire land.
To address this, home countries (where investors are based) should
institute tougher legal rules and safeguards for companies, regardless
of where they operate, in order to promote transparency, regulate
business practices, and enable communities to find remedy.

Transparency
Legal provisions on transparency are important in the land-grab context
because details about investments (such as who is involved, who was
informed, what amount of land was leased or purchased, and for how
long) are often unclear.
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A lack of transparency limits both the involvement of civil society groups
in negotiating and implementing deals, and the ability of local
stakeholders to respond to new challenges and opportunities. It also
undermines their bargaining power. At the moment, it is hard for local
communities (or their domestic and international allies) to find out who
is actually financing or managing a land investment, and which set of
standards they are accountable to.
At present, legal regimes in key home states do not mandate
transparency with respect to land and water investments in developing
countries. The US Dodd-Frank Act (2010) does create new obligations
with respect to transparency for investments, but it is limited to the
extractive industries.143
Efforts to promote transparency internationally could be an important
step, as long as lessons are learned from the limited impact of other
initiatives, such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
(EITI). While EITI is credited with creating space for national civil
society organisations and helping to shed light on financial flows, its
impact is limited, since it is voluntary. Its obligations also exclude
contract details or transparency around consultations before contracts
are finalised. In the meantime, civil society initiatives are helping to
shed light on what remains a highly secretive business.144

Business practices
While laws to promote transparency are limited in home states, some
measures are already in place to regulate overseas investments and
business practices. In the USA, there is the 1977 Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA) and the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act, while the UK
introduced the Bribery Act in 2010. These pieces of legislation create
obligations with respect to the overseas business practices of US and
UK entities. The FCPA, for instance, contains an anti-bribery provision
that might be relevant to contested land investments due to the possibly
corrupt manner in which many deals are executed. The Act is unique in
that it makes foreign investments a legal issue in the USA (where
corporations often reside), rather than just in the target country, where
legal institutions and other enforcement mechanisms are often
insufficiently developed.

Investor and sector
standards
While it is difficult to agree and implement international human rights
instruments that can provide effective protection against corporate
abuse of power, some other initiatives can play a critical role in filling
the governance gap at the global level – both in the short term, as
effective mechanisms for the regulation of corporate actions, and in the
long term, as stepping stones for future international governance.
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In particular, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises145 have
the support of business, government, trade unions, and many NGOs
(including Oxfam). The Guidelines apply to all companies based in
OECD countries that are engaged in transnational activity, and draw
heavily on John Ruggie’s work on human rights. They oblige
participating governments to set up National Contact Points to handle
complaints raised by stakeholders regarding alleged breaches by a
particular company, and to provide communities affected by the types
of projects presented here with the opportunity to bring a complaint. To
date, over 200 cases have been raised through this mechanism.
In addition to these, there are rules, standards, and mechanisms that
have been developed within the private sector itself, at the company or
sector level, sometimes in multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSIs).
Companies that have fully integrated improved practices into their
business operations and strategies are often the driving force behind
voluntary sector-wide initiatives to adopt and implement common
standards. These include the Equator Principles, which promote social
and environmental safeguards for the financial sector, and the
Principles and Criteria of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO), which govern the production and processing of palm oil.
MSIs can play only a limited role in filling the governance gap created
by globalisation, as they can only influence their members and,
indirectly, their business partners. But they can play a critical role in
fostering an environment that leads to the introduction of enforceable
legal rules, both internationally and at the national level in affected
countries. Some of them have grievance mechanisms that can be
useful tools for affected communities.

Standards and rules for financiers
The IFC has strict criteria to determine which projects it invests in,
including community consultation, and social and environmental
safeguards. Currently, many other public and private financial
institutions refer to these performance standards.146 For instance, they
form the basis of the Equator Principles.147 International financial
institutions, extractive industry companies, and socially responsible
investment fund managers have expressed growing support for the
principle of free, prior, and informed consent in recent years. As the IFC
has noted, discussion of the principle among international institutions
has moved beyond questions of whether it should be implemented, to
discussions of how it should be implemented.148
The IFC also has an accessible complaint redress mechanism through
its independent Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman (CAO),149 which
helped communities in West Kalimantan, Indonesia, to resolve
contentious issues with oil palm planter Wilmar (see Box 6). However,
despite that success, few civil society organisations have turned to the
CAO or the complaints panels of other investors.150
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Box 6: A complaint can pay off – The case of Wilmar
Since the 1980s, the World Bank Group, through the IFC, has invested more
than $2bn in promoting global trade in palm oil. One of the companies
receiving funding from the IFC is Singapore-based Wilmar Group. Like other
companies, Wilmar in West Kalimantan has been accused of land grabbing,
extensive forest clearing, and widespread human rights abuses.
A community member from Dusun Sajingan Kecil, in Desa Semanga, West
Kalimantan, was quoted in Wilmar’s first sustainability report (from 2009):151
‘In early 2005, we were working in the jungle and we saw that some land
was being cleared. When we tried to find out who was doing this, we found
out that it was PT. ANI [PT. Agro Nusa Investama, a Wilmar subsidiary
operating in West Kalimantan] ... The loss of the land costs us our livelihood.
Our community leader met with the estate manager. We were told that the
company did not know it belonged to us. We asked that the company stop
the clearing and restore the cleared area, but they did not do this and we
could not find a solution.’
In 2007, community groups lodged a formal complaint with the CAO, based on
the IFC’s investment in Wilmar’s downstream operations.* The communities
raised a number of concerns, including the takeover by Wilmar of indigenous
peoples’ lands without consent, illegal land clearing, deforestation, and failure
by Wilmar to establish agreed areas for smallholdings.
The CAO found that Wilmar acknowledged that they had developed
community land without those communities’ free, prior, and informed consent,
and that this (as well as other issues raised) needed to be resolved. The
process of dispute resolution that followed resulted, in 2008, in negotiated
settlements between Wilmar and over 1,000 community members in West
Kalimantan. The settlements included compensation for land, the return of
1,699 hectares of community forest land, and the allocation of development
funds for each community. Wilmar also agreed to implement a revised
approach to dealing with land and social conflicts, and has declared that it is
working to incorporate the principle of free, prior, and informed consent into all
its operations. Monitoring of these agreements is ongoing.
Issues related to local approval processes and land rights were found to be
a sector-wide concern. The World Bank Group as a whole reviewed its palm
oil strategy in a worldwide consultation process, during which there was a
moratorium on all palm oil investments. The review highlighted that land
tenure and land use change are central to a responsible approach to the
palm oil sector. It acknowledged the key role of strong land-tenure
governance to counterbalance strong economic incentives for large-scale
expansion. The review also led to the promotion of developments on
‘degraded land’ instead of community forests and subsistence farming land,
and proposed a shift to investments that benefit smallholders.
The challenge of keeping companies accountable remains enormous:
Wilmar alone has reported that it is involved in resolving 43 conflicts in
Kalimantan and 5 in Sumatra. Indonesian NGO Sawit Watch monitors over
600 palm oil-related conflicts.
* The complaint was supported, among others, by Oxfam, Sawit Watch, and the Forest Peoples
Programme.
Sources: Forest Peoples Programme, material published on the IFC,
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/responsible-finance/international-finance-corporation-ifc (last
accessed July 2011); Wilmar International Ltd (2009) ‘Sustainability Report’, Singapore: Wilmar
International Ltd, pp.52, 53-54, 56; CAO (2009) ‘Final Ombudsman Assessment Report, March
2009, on the Complaint from Communities in Kalimantan and Civil Society in relation to activities
of the Wilmar Group of Companies’, Washington, D.C.: Office of the Compliance
Advisor/Ombudsman (CAO); CAO (2007) ‘Preliminary Stakeholder Assessment, November
2007, Regarding Community and Civil Society concerns in relation to activities of the Wilmar
Group of Companies’, Washington, D.C.: Office of the Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman (CAO);
Private communications with Sawit Watch (www.sawitwatch.org.id (last accessed July 2011).
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In Oxfam’s view, the failure of international standards and rules to
safeguard communities from the devastating impacts of land grabs152 is
demonstrated by the case of NFC in Uganda. NFC is backed by
investments from international financial institutions and banks whose
due diligence processes appear to have failed in this regard. The IFC
reviewed NFC’s Mubende operation as part of its due diligence for its
$7m equity investment in Agri-Vie, a private equity agribusiness fund
whose portfolio includes NFC. On the one hand, the IFC concluded that
NFC had been unable to comprehensively apply the principles guiding
resettlement in IFC’s performance standard on land acquisition and
involuntary resettlement. This standard recognises that project-related
land acquisition and restrictions on land use can have an adverse
impact on communities using the land and therefore requires that
affected communities are provided with compensation, resettlement,
and livelihood restoration.153 Yet, because this was a case of
government-led settlement and because NFC had demonstrated, in
IFC’s view, ‘all possible efforts to engage and collaborate with the
Government agency,’ the IFC was satisfied that NFC demonstrated
compliance with the standard ‘to the extent allowed by the
Government’.154 The IFC assessment does not cover NFC’s Kiboga
operations.
The European Investment Bank (EIB), the EU’s financing institution,
also has Environmental and Social Principles and Standards for the
projects that it finances. The EIB funded the expansion of NFC’s
Namwasa operation through a €5m loan plus a €650,000 subsidy grant
to finance the company’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) work.
Like the IFC, the EIB also supports NFC indirectly via a $12m
investment in the equity fund, Agri-Vie. The EIB says that it was aware
of land disputes between communities and the NFC, and the risk this
posed to the project. In addition, it also says that it is satisfied by the
project’s Environmental Impact Assessment irrespective of the outcome
of the on-going legal procedures, and it believes NFC to have acted
within its rights. It says it considers the project to be fully in line with its
Environmental and Social Principles and Standards, which include a
standard on involuntary resettlement mandating that ‘people whose
livelihoods are negatively affected by a project should have their
livelihoods improved or at minimum restored and/or adequately
compensated for any losses incurred’.155 Again, the EIB does not
appear to have assessed NFC’s Kiboga operations.
HSBC bank has invested around $10m in NFC, has 20 per cent
ownership in the company, and also has a seat on the NFC board. It
made its investment in NFC conditional upon the company making
adequate progress towards certification from the FSC.156 HSBC also
has a number of sustainability policies for ‘sensitive sectors’, including a
Forest Land and Forest Products Sector Policy, and says that NFC
meets the bank’s sustainability requirements for this sector.157 However,
HSBC’s policies (and those of other investors) rely heavily on the
assurance provided by the independent confirmation of external bodies
like FSC, and in Oxfam’s view this case highlights serious failures in
that process of independent confirmation, as detailed above. In HSBC’s
case, the reliance on FSC certification is particularly concerning, given
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that the bank, as a board member, would have been aware of the
existence of court cases against NFC seeking to assert legal rights over
the plantation land.
Box 7: A new wave of finance – hands-off investment
There is a growing trend at the IFC to lend through financial intermediaries
(FIs), such as private equity funds or banks, instead of managing loans and
investments itself. In the 2010 financial year, lending via FIs made up over
half of all new IFC project commitments. Oxfam believes that the IFC’s
performance standards should unambiguously apply to all FI sub-projects.
IFC lending through FIs lacks transparency and pays inadequate attention to
social and environmental concerns, delegating most assessment,
monitoring, and oversight to the FI. Affected communities are often unaware
that IFC finance is backing the project, and therefore are unlikely to make
use of its complaint mechanism.
In the case of NFC in Uganda, IFC’s support is through a private equity
agribusiness fund called Agri-Vie, whose portfolio includes NFC. Agri-Vie
says all of its investee companies have to comply with the IFC performance
standards; that it conducted extensive due diligence prior to its investment in
NFC; and that it is of the opinion that NFC fully complied with all the IFC
performance standards.158 But these standards have failed to protect the
livelihoods of the people displaced in Kiboga and Mubende. Oxfam believes
that the IFC, although one step removed via the intermediary AgriVie, should
review and be held accountable for any failures in its due diligence and
monitoring processes in this case. If shortcomings are identified, they
should not be allowed to reoccur in the future.
Sources: Bretton Woods Project / Ulu Foundation (2010) ‘Out of sight, out of mind? IFC
investment through banks, private equity firms and other financial intermediaries’,
http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/art-567190 (last accessed July 2011); Bretton Woods
Project (2011) ‘IFC standards revision leaves out human rights’,
http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/art-567600 (last accessed July 2011).
.

Standards in value chains
Affected individuals and communities could also turn to other players
(mostly downstream) in the value chain to seek recourse. The
complaint mechanisms of the FSC and the RSPO could provide
avenues for recourse for the affected communities in the cases
discussed in this briefing paper.159
The FSC certifies forestry investments that adhere to best operating
practices regarding labour, social, and environmental issues. In 2010,
over 120 million hectares were certified by the FSC in over 80 countries
around the world – the equivalent of roughly five per cent of the world’s
production forests. While the FSC’s Principles and Criteria require the
protection of local rights of ownership, use or access, the certification of
operations sometimes falls short of this requirement, as in the case of
NFC’s plantation in Mubende which has been FSC certified, despite
what appear to Oxfam to be breaches of these rights.
For instance, FSC Principle 2 on tenure and use rights and
responsibilities requires that ‘appropriate mechanisms shall be
employed to resolve disputes over tenure claims and use rights’ and
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that ‘disputes of substantial magnitude involving a significant number of
interests will normally disqualify an operation from being certified.’
Principle 4 on community relations and workers’ rights requires
appropriate mechanisms ‘for providing fair compensation in the case of
loss or damage affecting the legal or customary rights, property,
resources, or livelihoods of local peoples’.160
An FSC surveillance audit of NFC’s Mubende plantation, conducted by
FSC’s consultant SGS in June 2010, concluded that ‘the company has
followed peaceful means and acted responsibly to resolve the issue of
encroachment, and currently there are no tenure and/or use-right
disputes of substantial magnitude to affect the activities of the
company’. SGS also states that the validity of the court cases is ‘highly
dubious’.161 The basis for this assessment is not clear to Oxfam and, in
view of the pending court cases involving over 20,000 claimants and
the communities’ reports that no compensation was provided for losses
of property and livelihoods, Oxfam does not see how FSC Principles 2
and 4 have been adhered to.162

CDM Watch was right to
raise concerns. The board
undertook an investigation
and after full consideration
found that the consultation
met the CDM requirements
under the parameters of its
mandate. It’s a matter for
Honduras to deal with
outstanding land disputes
and responsibility for
violence in the region.
Martin Hession, Chairman, CDM
163
Board

The RSPO, a multi-stakeholder initiative launched in 2004, brought
together palm oil producers, processors, traders, consumer goods
manufacturers, retailers, banks, investors, and environmental and
social NGOs, to develop and implement global standards for
sustainable palm oil. Unilever, Nestlé, McDonald’s, and Burger King
have already declared that by 2015 all palm oil used in their
manufacturing processes will be sourced responsibly. In spite of some
success in improving the practices of some major palm oil companies in
South-East Asia, RSPO does not yet reach many other companies
operating in the region. It has even less influence in the newly emerging
oil palm-growing regions of West Africa and Latin America.
Box 8: Responsible Agricultural Investment (RAI):
encouraging or discouraging even more land deals?
In spite of widespread controversy among observers, a new set of principles
to encourage companies to invest responsibly in land is being promoted by
the World Bank and three UN organisations (FAO, IFAD, and UNCTAD),
called the Principles for Responsible Agricultural Investment. These
encourage companies to respect local rights, ensure transparency, and act
in a socially and environmentally friendly manner. Some are adamant that
the principles are intended to help eradicate damaging mega-farm deals.
Others are convinced that the principles are a front to help legitimize land
grabbing and facilitate ‘long-term corporate (foreign and domestic) takeover
of rural people's farmlands’.
Whatever the intention, the principles are not only weaker than all other
standards mentioned in this paper (including the World Bank’s own
performance standards), they are also so far removed from implementation
that they cannot be considered a serious response to the urgent, pressing,
and widespread problems described here.
Sources: Knowledge Exchange Platform for Responsible Agro-Investment (RAI),
http://www.responsibleagroinvestment.org/ (last accessed July 2011); GRAIN (2011) ‘It’s time to
outlaw land grabbing, not make it responsible!’, Barcelona: GRAIN,
http://www.grain.org/o_files/RAI-EN.pdf (last accessed July 2011).
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Perverse policies
Some national and international government policies, though wellintentioned, in practice serve to undermine local communities’ land
rights, providing incentives that increase the pressure for land or
protecting harmful investments.
In the name of mitigating carbon emissions, the EU and the USA (as
well as others) have introduced biofuels mandates over the past
decade. This is despite the fact that the benefit of biofuels to reduce
emissions has come under serious scrutiny, and biofuel production is
increasingly linked to rising food prices and pressure on land.164 In
effect, the high demand for biofuels is giving rise to harmful land
investments.
Another example is the UN Clean Development Mechanism (CDM),
one of the instruments created by the Kyoto Protocol to facilitate carbon
trading.165 The CDM Board has registered a biogas installation at
Dinant’s Exportadora del Atlántico in Honduras as an emissions
reduction project, allowing the company to sell certified carbon credits
on the market.166 The over 200,000 tonnes of emissions reduction
credits which Dinant expects to realise by 2017 could raise several
million dollars for the company. Dinant’s application to the CDM was
accepted despite the intervention of two human rights groups, FIAN and
CDM Watch, which documented the violent displacement and human
rights violations167 linked to Dinant’s project in the Bajo Aguán Valley,168
and despite concerns raised by the UK government, the Carbon
Markets and Investors Association,169 and EDF Trading – which
withdrew from an agreement to buy Certified Emission Reductions
(CER) from the project. The CDM Board, however, explained that
human rights concerns fall outside the parameters of its mandate in
decisions on the recognition of carbon credits.170
NFC is also seeking carbon credits from the CDM for its plantation in
Mubende district in Uganda, and has referred to its FSC certification to
obtain them. As noted above, Oxfam has serious concerns regarding
the FSC certification process.171
Furthermore, there are over 2,500 bilateral investment treaties (BITs),
which protect investors from changes to host government policy and
which may be impairing the ability of countries to regulate investments
effectively.172 The opportunity for investors to challenge public policy
through arbitration procedures under these BITs weakens developing
countries’ capacity to regulate their food, land, and water sectors, as
well as to introduce policies that promote food security and poverty
reduction.
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5
Land is power – social, political and economic … and
civil society must continually raise this.
Rajagopal, Ekta Parishad, India

Growing justice
New demands for agricultural commodities on the world market have
the potential to provide opportunities to local communities in areas of
increasing investor interest. But at the moment, they present more of a
risk than an opportunity for communities. The power balance has to
shift in favour of those most affected by land deals. The right of
communities to know and to decide must be respected by all involved.
There is a clear imperative for action at a number of levels, both to
ensure that this structural shift takes place and to remedy the conflicts
that arise from the types of land deals described here.

Recommendations
Grievances of communities affected by the cases
discussed here must be resolved.
• The rights of communities negatively affected by land grabbing must
be respected, and their grievances heard and addressed impartially,
according to national law and international standards.
• Those financing and those sourcing from land acquisition projects,
be they domestic or international, must use their influence to ensure
that this happens. The same is true for companies further down the
supply chain. It is not acceptable for them to simply ‘cut and run’, by
withdrawing their support and washing their hands of the situation.

The balance of power must be shifted in favour of
local rights-holders and communities.
Governments should:
• Adopt internationally applicable standards on good governance
relating to land tenure and management of natural resources. The
voluntary guidelines on the tenure of land, forests, and fisheries
currently under discussion in the Committee on World Food Security
(CFS) represent an opportunity for achieving this.

Host country governments and local authorities should promote
equitable access to land, and protect people’s rights. They
should:
• Consider a moratorium on land rights transfers until better
governance of land and protection of rights is established nationally.
• Respect and protect all existing land use rights, and ensure and
verify that local rights-holders and communities have given their free,
prior, and informed consent before endorsing land deals or awarding
concessions.
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• Ensure that women have the same rights regarding access to and
control over land as men, in all relevant legislation (including family
law).
• Require full disclosure of information relating to large-scale
agricultural projects, including details of contracts.
• Insist that investors carry out comprehensive social and
environmental impact assessments, including assessments of
impacts on local and national food security.
• Implement pro-poor land and agrarian policies, and consider land
redistribution.
• Prohibit or discourage transfer of smallholders’ land rights and
communal land rights.
• Design and implement fair and robust redress mechanisms to
process and settle land related disputes.
• Facilitate, support the scrutiny of agricultural projects and that impact
on local communities by Members of Parliament or local assemblies,
civil society groups, media, and others.
• Support small-scale food producers to produce, invest, and
organise, so that they are in a stronger position to resist land grabs.

Investors operating agriculture projects should:
• Respect all existing land use rights, and seek the free, prior, and
informed consent of local rights-holders and communities before
engaging in any land-related activities.
• Avoid the transfer of land rights (including land under customary
tenure) away from small-scale food producers, and instead engage
smallholders by proposing fair contracts.
• Carry out and be guided by comprehensive social and environmental
impact assessments, including assessments of impacts on local and
national food security, before engaging in any land-related activities.

Financiers of agriculture ventures and buyers (traders and
processors) of agricultural products should take responsibility for
what happens in their value chains. They should:
• Require that suppliers and clients adhere to the principles described
above. They should review clients/suppliers and remedy cases
where there is evidence of irresponsible practices.
• Financiers, including public financial institutions (such as the IFC and
EIB), adhere to strict social and environment standards and
safeguards. These should equally apply to sub-projects under
financial intermediaries.
• Design and implement fair and robust redress mechanisms.

Home country governments should take responsibility for acts of
originating companies abroad. They should:
• Require full supply-chain responsibility from registered companies,
and require that all agricultural operations which they finance, or
from whom they source, adhere to the principles listed above.
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• Require full disclosure from companies and public financial
institutions, including relating to the impact of projects on land and
water resources.
• Offer mechanisms for affected people whose rights have been
violated to hold investing or sourcing companies to account.
• Refrain from negotiating or signing investment agreements that
reduce the right of countries to regulate land acquisitions or provide
remedy when things go wrong.
• Remove measures that facilitate, encourage, or subsidise largescale land acquisitions, including biofuel mandates, and avoid
introduction of new measures.

Members of the public can put pressure on governments and
companies to grow justice. They can:
• Hold investors and traders accountable.
• Use their power as voters, consumers, pension fund participants,
and investors, to encourage action on the part of their governments
and the companies whose goods and services they buy to help stop
land grabbing.

Civil society, media, and academia can help protect rights and
foster transparency. They can:
• Empower affected communities to claim their rights in the face of
land grabbing.
• Use accountability mechanisms such as Ombudsmens’ offices and
litigation, to challenge damaging investments.
• Expose bad practice and, where appropriate, acknowledge good
practice.
• Help build transparency by sharing information about land grabs with
organisations tracking the phenomenon.

More information on land deals can be found at the following
websites:
www.commercialpressuresonland.org
www.farmlandgrab.org
www.oxfam.org/grow
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